DRAFT AGENDA FOR THE SEVENTEENTH MEETING (1983)

The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its seventeenth meeting of 1983 on 26-28 October, beginning at 10 a.m. in Room B.

The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Draft report of the sixteenth meeting (TEX.SB/W/328)
3. United States/Indonesia: report by parties on consultations (TEX.SB/889)
4. Canada/Korea: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/858)
5. EEC/Hong Kong: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/882)
6. EEC/Sri Lanka: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/862) and modification to previous agreement (TEX.SB/881)
7. Austria/Philippines: extension (TEX.SB/863)
8. EEC/Indonesia: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/885)
9. United States/Romania: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/887)
10. United States/Philippines: bilateral agreement and modification (TEX.SB/890 and Add.1)
11. EEC/Thailand: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/892) and modification thereto (TEX.SB/895)
12. Sweden/Philippines, Sweden/Pakistan: extensions (TEX.SB/896)
13. Switzerland/Hong Kong: extension of Memorandum of Understanding (TEX.SB/864)
14. United States/China: bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/888)
15. EEC/China: modifications (TEX.SB/897)
16. EEC/Turkey: safeguard measures (TEX.SB/898)
17. Argentina (TEX.SB/880)
18. Yugoslavia (TEX.SB/891)
19. United States (TEX.SB/893)
20. EEC (TEX.SB/894)
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